previous analysis (Allton et al., Phys. Rev. D78 (2008) 114509) • 1/a = 1.73 GeV • half data-set Soni (2009) 
(plots courtesy of Lunghi, Laiho, Van De Water)
• ratio of 2-and 3-pt correlators, with 4-quark operator
sufficiently suppressed by chiral properties of Domain-Wall fermions • global fit procedure to data 1/a = 1.73 and 2.28 GeV, various m l • reweight strange quark mass to physical m s
• conversion factor NDR-scheme needed 1-loop PT quark masses, B K : C. Sturm et al. • data at 1/a=1.73, 2.28 GeV, m π = 290-420 MeV (dynamical)
• partially quenched data m π ≥ 220 MeV
• physical m s via reweighting (dynamical m h tuned within 10-15%) 
• . . . alternative methods (see C. Sachrajda, LATTICE 2010 (prelim. FLAG-results)) * V us /V ud from f K /f π Blucher, Marciano (PDG) combined with V ud from nuclear β-decay * 
• phenom.: ∆f = −0.016(8) Leutwyler and Roos (1984) • RBC-UKQCD, 2+1 flavor DWF:
• configurations generated with periodic boundary conditions:
partially twisted boundary conditions (small, negligible finite volume effect, Flynn et al. (2006)
• completely removes uncertainty due to q 2 -extrapolation
• extrapolation * pole/polynomial-ansatz for q 2 * SU(3) or SU(2) ChPT • uncertainty in ChPT: K → π form factor (Kl 3 )
• previous attempts: relate K → ππ 4-quark operators to K → π, K → vac * quenched approximation * SU(3)-ChPT required * large NLO-corrections * LECs unreliable calculated (> 100% uncertainty) Christ, Li, LATTICE 2008
• current approach * directly calculate ππ|O|K * use twisted boundary conditions to impose momentum on ππ states * Lellouch-Lüscher approach: Eucl., finite vol. → physical, infinite vol. matrix-element * first preliminary results presented at Lattice 2010:
• Re(A 2 ) = 1.56 (07) other groups: only constrained fit seem to work at this point Continuum limit results from 2+1 flavor Domain Wall QCD -E. E. Scholz
